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TO BUILD MULTITASKING ROBOTS, MIMIC THE HUMAN BRAIN
BRAINS LEARN BETTER AND FORGET LESS WHEN CONNECTIONS ARE CLUSTERED
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White matter tracts within a human brain Credit: Was a bee via Wikimedia Commons,CC by 2.5

Our brains are complex organs, separated into many parts and units for different functions and computations.
According to new research published today in PLOS Computational Biology, this compartmental complexity is
what helps us learn new information and retain it for longer. The researchers say these findings may help
improve the neural networks involved in artificial intelligence, helping robots learn new skills and remember old
ones longer.

Lots of robots have artificial neural pathways, used for things like facial recognition and complex disease
diagnosis. When one of these robots learns a new skill, the pathways create new connections to accommodate
the new information. Here's what it looks like to learn a skill in typical artificial brain:

Learning Skill A non modular Credit: Evolving AI Lab via Youtube
But because of how the neurons are organized, learning a second new skill means that the pathways shift,
obliterating the connections from the first skill.

Learning Skill B non modular Credit: Evolving AI Lab via Youtube
The result is what artificial intelligence experts call a “catastrophic forgetting,” where robots can’t learn more
than one skill at a time without un-learning another.
Human and animal brains don’t work that way, however, because of how our brains are structured. Having lots
of “modules”--or clumps of highly connected neurons separated by areas with sparse connections--means that
the brain doesn’t have to overwrite one set of connections to make another. They exist independently.

Learning Skills A and B with high modularity Credit: Evolving AI Lab via Youtube
The researchers ran a number of simulations to see whether modular neural networks decreased the frequency
of catastrophic forgetting, and found that they did. Previous work has shown that having more neural

connections can come at a greater cost to some organisms, so compartmentalization is more economical from a
biological standpoint, too.
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